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*ay of vs today sire willing to accept the,idea that reading

instruction doesn't stop the priaary grades, that, in fact, it con-

tinues on thicugh high school and even into college. Every teacher, a

content specialist, can be perceived as one who can teach his or her

students-how to toad-the assigned textbook. Isn't the same thing true

for writing? If content area. teachers are the roost appropriate ones

to teach students to read texts, would they not also be the cost appro-

priate ones to teach the content area writing that they or their

textbooks assign?' -

Social Studies Teachers Do Assign Writing
.44

A recent survey (Donlan, 1974) indicated that teachers in all con-

tent areas assign writing,. including social studies. Almost 90% of the

social studies teachers surveyed assigned some sort of writing other

than essay tests and short answei questions. In fact, four types of

writing were, assigned: narration (41% of those surveyed), exposition

(887.), argumentation (537.) and reporting (82%), even though there was a

tendency for these writing assignments to be short (300 words and

under) but frequent (13 or moie per year). Generally, these surveyed

*-Funded by University of California intramural research grant

5-533202-19900-7.
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secinl studies teachers tended to assign writinz as a;iextension of

class warn_ And although ?4 percent of the surveyed social studies

teachers felt that writings:as the responsibility of the English

teacher, 82 percent felt that this responsibility should be shared by

the content area teacher.

Social Studies Textbooks Also Assign Writing

Certainly the small population of surveyed social studies teachers

is 'an inadequate sample on Which to justify the teaching or assigning

of composition in social studies classes; the sample was a subset of

17 drawn from 123 teachers from a largimetrgpolitan area. Vowevet,

there was evidence that sonejsocial studies teachers assigned, and

sometines taught, writing in their content area

One might logically justify many types of vexing assignments

appropriate for a class primarily focused, like English, on verbal

skills. A survey of recent social studies textbooks can supply specific

types of assignments that can be made. Oni of 43 social studies textbooks

housed at the two curriculum centers at UCR, 8 listed writing-assign-
.

scents that required composition skills (see Anoeedix for a list of

texts). Table 2 indicates the number of writing assignments by text

by writing type.
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Grade

Table 1
4

Writing Assignments/Science Text/Writing Type

Type
Text level Assignments Report Exposition

5-8 36

.14 2 8 11

3 7 29

4 6-7- 6

5 7 18

6 8 '78

7 7 116

8 8 91

385

F

6 15
.

6 2

17. 8

6 0

4 7

53 25

41 69

37 52

170 (44%) 178 (467.)

3

Narration Argumentation

11 3

1 2

2 2 -

0 0

7 0

0 . 0

3 3

0 2

25 (67,) 12 (37.)

48.1 =21.3 22.3 3.1 1.5

Types of Writing/Content of Writing

Of the 385 assignments, 46 percent, or 178, were exposition. As

defined in this study exposition involves explanation, explanation of an

idea or a historical occurrence. The writer usually engages in some

form of critical investigation, assimilates material, synthesizes points

of view and, unlike reporting, usually composes something original with

a relatively new or "fresh" point of view. Hera are some of the assign-

ments that required exposition:

4
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i. Make up a list of questions about current problems in
metropolitan areas. Then conduct a survey concerning
opinions on these questions (Goldberg, 1969).

has assignment requires originality, imaginetion0
motivation. Students develop their own questions
and actively seek answers.

2. Write a composition of 2 or 3 paragraphs in which you
tell what night have happened in the United States if
the Constitution had not been ratified by the states
(Eibling, 1974).

This assignment asks the student to take data from_
the text, study the temperament of the timest'and
sake projections on historic events givens Beet of
alternative situations.

3. Write stories cowering and contrasting James and Dolly
Madison in personality, appearance, and social manners
(Bare lair and &Ingo, 1970).

This assignment requires the student to take
separate secs of data and assimilate them, using
comparison and contrast as a mode of thinking.
Students will sort out likenesses and dissimi-
larities and develop a plan for organization.

4. (A student is presented with a picture.) Write a pars-
graph for a history book, using the information you can
get from the picture (Linder, 1974).

AP

Sorting out major and minor visual clues, the
student composes a paragraph assimilating these
clues into some perspective.

5. Make a study of the division of'power in some other
democratic nation. How does this division of ,power
compare with' the divisioh ofrpower in the government
of the United States (Rostvold, 1971-b).

Students asked to find information on another
democratic nation of their choice, probably from
several text sources, assimilate the information,
then set up points for comparison an& contrast.

5
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lit contrast to the rich variety of thinking and writing sk

demanded by exposition,

of the surveyed assign=

ills

reporting making up 170 assignments, 44

nts, dmands little tore than the recall

percent

01.

basic information; reporting demands very little from the student in the

foto of original or critical thinking. Here are sample assignments that

required reporting:

1. Write a report on the history of international conflicts
between Tsarist Russia and China (Oliver and Sobel, 1969).

The students locate infordation on the two countries
in the required time period and describe the con-
flicts. All 'of the information for the report is
"translated" from the authors' words to the students'
words. 'Note the lack of critical thinking that is

.,required.

2. )fake a list of the most important ideas that you have
encountered in your study of China (Rostvold, 1971 -a).

Although the "study" of China may have involved
original and critical thinking, the act of compiling
a list of important ideas already learned is rela-
tively simple. The instructor could demand more in
this assignment by having the student define
"important" and judge the ideas according to the
definition.

3. List the-products of France's various industries on a
chart under the headings such as farming, manufacturing,
etc. (Hamer and others, 1964).

Once haying located information, student records it

in chart form. Even the establishing of categories
doesn't require too much critical thinking.

1
4. Write a report on the use of state and federal funds to

improve city areas during the last five years (Goldberg,
1969).

Again, once having located inforbation, student
records it.

6
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Ouciaionolly, studehtsin the surveyed textbooks were asked to

_perform narrative writing. Basically, narration is stogy tellin, but

it can take any forms: the joke, the anecdote, tall tale, legend,

myth, short story, short short story, drama, story poetry_ 'Good nara-.

tion involves plot (with rising action, high point, falling action,

denouement or surprise twist) and character building. Its function,

unlike exposition and reporting, is generally to entertain. Were are

sanolelfriting assignments in narration:

0

1. Write awshort skit about one controversy in the Constitu-
tional Convention (Sibling, 1974).

Students translate text material into dramatic form. -
Assignments require students to understand the con-
ventions of drama, including staging and dialog. If
the skit is performed even more is demanded in the
way of memorizing and oral interpretation.

OW.

2. Rewrite a portion of a Greek play or poem and present it
to the class (Goldberg, 1969).

Students must have erwmth knowledge of poetic and
dramatic form to transpose literary selection from
formal to informal language.

3. Write a story from the viewpoint of a runaway slave
caught in the North awaiting return to the South (Barclay
and Bongo; 1970).

Students usehistoris data as setting for a suspensful
or reflective story bold from a point of view which
'will be a challenge for the student to assume.

4. Write a story based on the information contained in one or
two paintings (Linder, 1974). .

Using visual clues from two works of art, students
develdp narratives. A good assignment for using art
appreciation as a focus for creative writing.
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Finally, 12 assignments, or 3 ptrcent of the assignments surveyed,

asked the students to engage in some.forrs of argumentation. Areutmnta- ,

occurs'-uhen a student defends br attacks in detail an idea or
-

belief. It is often difficult, to discriminate between. exposition and

argumentation and between narration and argdnentation. _First 'otall,

though argumentation lacks the synthesis of paints of view usually

demanded in exposition, an argument could be the exposition of a

particular point of view. Secand, point of view narration can loosely

be termed an argument. At any rate, ,here were some "of the assignments

that asked the students to engage in argumentation: -

. .

1. Make a, list of the ways in which you think segregation
may barm black studepts and the ways in which it may

6
ham white students (Rostvold, 1971 -b).

In effect, this "list" could form the basis for an
attack on segregation. Its focus on haraul
effects directs the students to assume the nega-
tive paint of view.

2. Write a composition using the theme, "Why I like and
admire Jahn Quincy Adams" (Barclayand Bungo, 1970).

Aszwith the previous assignment, student assumes a
point of view and defends it.

3. Write a report either recommending or not recommending
that more land be made'available for transportation
(Goldberg, 1969).

A report that makes recommenAatians is an argument.
Again, the student is-a.ked to take a stand and

defend it.

8
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Assigning Versus Teaching Writing

Although the social studies.textbooks indicated that writing of .

: . .
. .

some sort should be assigned, tiler/2's only scant eVidence'to indicate
. .

.1 4

that writing is, or shouldbe,taught by the teachers making the

assignments. For instance, only 67 of the 385 assignments, or 17 per-
.

cent, offered theistudents any teaching-hints or snablihg instructions.

In effect, a teacher giving the assignwaq from'the text must implement

the assignmint with little guidance. Generilly, enabling suggestion's

that were supplied in the textbook were content questions-Se.g., "Why

did they develop? What did.they accbmplish?"), reminders "Be ,

sure to include your school district and other special districts"), and

redefinitions of the assignment (e.g., "What are the similarities, the

differences?" for-"Make a comparative study of the Middle East today

and the Middle East during high Arab civilization"). The stress, it

. -
can be seen, appears to be more on the content of the writing, at the

expense of the writing processes the studenti are assumed to have

mastered.

What *fight Social Studies Teachers Do?

Solhal studies teachers using textbook writing assignments might

do several.thi:ss "to clarify for the student what is expected.

(1) Clarify Types of.Writing

First of all, the student should be aware of the different types

of writing and the degree of original effort that is expected when per-

forming each type. Reportin* involves the student seeking information

on a topic and "reporting it back" in his or her on words. Exposition

0



demands that the student seek inZormation on a relatively complex'

problem, organize the information-in a neW'way, and come up with soave

original insights. Exposition is harder to perform than reporting and

'demands a great -deal in.the:way of critical thinking and organizational

skills. Narration requifes the student to "tell a story" in a novel
gig

and entertainintway. Narration sians are frequently' studied in

English classrooms but need to be reinforced in the social studies

classroom. Argumentation demands that the student take a stand on an
:

. .
.

. .

issue and clearly defend his point of view. Oftdn, students need to do

background reading n4 extensive research to form and defend'such a

"I point of view. Teachers,-then, should gauge the initial_assigpments to

the backgrounds and abilities of the students and be prepared to teach

. the processes for 4coMplishing challenging writing 'assignments.

1

(2) See Through the Deceptive Text Wording

6

If teacher-and\ tudent alike understand the basic types of writing,

they will be able to see through the 4eceptive wording in the text

assignments. For instance, "write a report on" or "report on" does not

always suggest the me e retrieval of information. Consider the divePr-
.

sity among these assi ed "reports": .

, 0

- 1. Report on the ife of a famous business leader
(Eibling and o hers, WO.' ,

.

2. Prepare a repor in which yod attack of defend the idea

that political machines often to.* the place of ineffi-
cient city governments (Eibling and othe rs.; 1974). '

... 6

. 3. Prepare a'short report on recent political and economic
developments in Nationalist China (Oliver and, Sobel, 1969).

, .

4. Prepare a short oral report on-the practicality of inter-
.9

planetary migration as 3 solution to the overpopulation of
the earth (Oliver and Sobel,,1969). "

,.. V 4,
%

' 8
6 ,
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Notice that all, four assignments ar e-allegedly reports but that only

I and 3 ask for.ingormation retrieval; 2 requhres argumentation while

4 is clearly exposition since it, in effect, asks the students to

"detertine the. practicality, " an awesome assignment.

"Report" is not the only misleading word'in ttate directions for
.-

-stating assignments. Rostvold (1971 a-b) frequently directs the

4
. students to perform a "study," but the complexity of the "study"

varies with thtassignment:

4 I. Make a study of the beginning of governm ental control
of businets-(information retrieval).,

2. Make a study of the motivation of people who have
influenced the government to change laws or to enact
new laws (personil research, definitionof motivation,
synthesis./ documentation). 0

i
'mist" is also a.mislAading word. Consider. these examples:

I. List some of the gifts of the Egyptian Civilization
.tbat'you enjoy (Hamer and others, /964) .

la. List some things that a group could do more effectively
than an individual could (Rostvold, 1971 -b). Unlike
1, the student must engage in critical thinking.

3. Make q list of the businesses that you tiiiuk should
always be privately owned ( Rostvold,, 1971 -a). This
"list" involves argumentation, since it requires the
student to take a stand.

(3) Show How Thinking Affects Paragraph Structure
. .

r

4.

.

0

. Paragraph structure varies as the type of thinking vanes. Con-

0
. sider the following two student-written paragraphs:

1 . 6 9 40

George Washington wls a great.man. As a young mad he
was intelligent and resourceful. Asa soldier, he was com-
petent, He was the first' President of; the United States.
He-helped stabilize the American government indts first ,

few years of development.

4,

I

I

.
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(2) - '

.
..

,
.

41 .. Franklin Delano Rootevelt had deEerftination. When
. stricken with polio'he-Was detecmined to his career.

Wnile\confined to drutches.'and a wheel chair he took active.
partin Democratic polikical campaigns. One such campaign,
in 1!Z32t put him in theVhite House.

. .N-. . A .
.

Although these two paragraphs are approximately the same length, the
...

,
.... .

-.
.

first ope is mere list; thesecond suggests deeper penetration of
. s .

.

...* ' .
:.

the topic. By diagraming ihesetparagraphs (after Christensen, 1967),
. ,-. .

...1
. . -

, coniecan see the differences in thought:patterns:
. ..

(1).

V

-)fain Idea

F our equal
items all
shbordiniee
to 1.

Main Idea.

. .

1. George WashingtonwaS-afgreat map.
2. As q youqg manfie was intelligent and resourceful.
2. "As a sol4ieehe vis.competent.
2. He was the first president of the Unitect&States.
2. Be helped stabilise the American government in

its first Yew years of developmeqE.

(2)
.

.
, .

.

.

1; Fr4nkliri Delano RooseveltJtad determination.
x
2. When stricken with polio he was determined tq
"x continue his.cireer.

.*
...

3. While Confined to crutches and a wheel chair

, he tobk,active.part
6

in Democratic political
x
campaignd.

. '
. '4. One such campaign, in 1932, put him in

..t. tlie White House:
.

Three
levels oI
.subordination.

This metlipd of paragraph analysis, tisegtiVin mathemaeihi writing

(Donlan, 1975-b) ana'science writing (Donlan, 1975-0, can be especially
,

'valuable in socp1 studies."..4 .44

(4) 641tch.Paratairasihg
-

If it is understoO8 that writing assig9nenEs'''Vemand from She

. . . . . . .
.

student a range of skills and abilities;&some of which the studenemay.
. -, .

needtorbetaught, compassion for the student who "copies drom the book".
. .

, e .
..,

. .

sR

Or

i
A.

A'
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rather tbancomposes is readily forthtoming. By copying, students are

not in alivrobability learning the content and they night as well

xerox the source they copied from, hand it in, or read aloud Pram it.
*

. . .

4

Thelsecia1-studies teacher can; prepare for stUant trauma and its,
.. *if ; .

-
0,

immident,by-product plagiarism by teachingiptudents how to paraphrase..

For instance, the teacher might -- .

,./ I. .Base the assignment on ,wore than one source so that the
student have to assimilate the material-

... . *
-

2. Control the sources, Oat-is; limit the references to a
'4 few sources that every student has access to; even xerox

.

the sources for the entire class.

3. Conduct brief paragraphing exercises in clash, in which
students synthesize two sentences relating identical or
similar content into one original sentence. /

Conclusion
e,

This article is not intended to defenAwriting-as part of the

.
-
.iociil studies" curriculum. However, I have noted that some Social,

... :

.
6L, "tug'. teachers an4 some sociel.

mg.

studies teXtbooks assign writing as
.

,2," . . ". .
..

--

-.. part of the regular clais-swoft- _If.writingils assigne4414-might alsb.
. .. .

-..
.

, ..be taught. tilove tried to prevnt Seieia(-teaching strategies that .

: - : 0 w
. .

1 . . .
'axe itot,,time-cok-4ming strategies which 4art ensure higher quifity

. % ,.. .. P , . . %

Ay ' 4 4 . i .
,

.%
.

V.
Nriang and; thus; gorei'effecepe,learnint. . 4k

' J .
16

.. 3. / I. 0.
A :4

.
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